
Decidedly the best representative of this epoch is F. X.
Garneau, so well known through his History of Canada.
M. Garneau devoted himself with ardor to the study of his
race, its language, literature and history. Ris style is full
of fire, in sympathetic harmony with the character of his
work. Many of his poens are warm with the heat and glow
of enthusiasm, and possessing that spiritual power which is
the inevitable result of conviction, ring out like the sound
of a clarion. " Le Père du Soldat " is an historical poen of
some merit. "Les Oiseaux Blancs" and "Louise" are
charming in form and sentiment. " Les Exilés," ' Au
Canada," ' Pourquoi Désespérer," will live long in the hearts
of Canadians. " Le Dernier Huron" has been esteemed
by some critics the finest poem ever written by a Canadian.
A little later, appeared Joseph Lenoir, who was born at St.
Henri, in 1824, and who possessed the genuine gift of song.
Though lacking in vigor and energy of expression, this poet
displays much grace, sweetness and harmony. His word
painting of Canadian scenes and customs is very charming.
" Le génie du foret," " Le Roi des Aulnes," " Le Chant de
Mort d'un Huron," have the true poetic ring.

The first two-volumed novel issued from the Caniadian
press was published at Kingston, 1824. It was entitled
"St. Ursula's Convent, or the Nun of Canada, containing
scenes from real life." The writer was Miss Julia Beekwith,
afterwards Mrs. Hart, of Frederickton, a relative of the
Abbé Ferland, the distinguished author of "Cours d'Histoire
du Canada." It was followed some time later by a second,
called " Tonnawanda, or the Adopted Son of America."
Having been unable to obtain copies of these works, I am
not in a position to offer any opinion upon their literary
merits. I am also ignorant of what reception may have
been accorded them by the public.

As the spirit of a higher intelligence began to make itself
felt amidst the mere striving after a physical existence, a
number of persons appear who, though they have left no


